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Wholesale Lapidary Diamond Polishing Wheel Factory in China

Lapidary diamond polishing wheel is mainly used for special-shaped processing of hard and brittle
materials such as gems, crystals, glass, artificial crystals, ceramics, etc., and carries out grinding
and polishing from coarse-grained to fine-grained grinding wheels.We provide excellent toughness
in excellent and advancement,merchandising,gross sales and promoting and operation for Popular
Design for China Flexible Diamond Grinding Wheel Gemstones Diamond Grinding Wheel, For
further information, please do not hesitate to contact us. All inquiries from you will be highly
appreciated. Popular Design for China Cylindrical Grinding Wheel, Diamond Polishing Disc, Our
products are widely recognized and trusted by users and can meet continuously changing economic
and social needs. We welcome new and old customers from all walks of life to contact us for future
business relationships and mutual success!

shape：1A1 parallel wheel

Bond：Resin bond

Abrasive：Diamond

Body：Rubber plastic

Grit：60#/140#/280#/600#/1200#/3000#/5000#/8000#/14000#/50000#

Application:

1. It can be used to polish precious ornaments such as gems and jade, which will not change the current
status of gemstone jade surface during grinding;

2. Can be used for surface polishing of various artificial crystals, glass crafts, etc.;

Lapidary Diamond Polishing Wheel
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special-shaped processing of hard and brittle
materials such as gems, crystals, glass, artificial
crystals, ceramics, etc., and carries out grinding and
polishing from coarse-grained to fine-grained grinding
wheels.
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3. It can be used for surface grinding of small crafts such as ceramic crafts, metal pendants, wood products,
etc.;

4. Can be used for grinding and polishing of glass lenses;
5. Can be used for bracelet processing;
6. Can be used for metal materials processing.

Following is the conventional size of this type of grinding wheel:

It can be divided into Flexible diamond sanding wheels and Nova diamond sanding wheels.

Diameter(D)：150/200

Thickness(T)：40/50

Center Hole(H)：12.7/15/19/25.4

6inch：D150*T38

8inch：D200*T50

Conventional size are in stock all year round, and can be customized.

Compared with ordinary abrasive flexible wheels:

1. High grinding efficiency and long service life;
2. High processing accuracy and small surface roughness of the workpiece;
3. Suitable for processing hard and brittle materials;
4. Less dust and less environmental pollution.

Main Features：

1. Has excellent flexibility and excellent cutting ability;
2. Can make the surface of the workpiece reach excellent finish and brightness;
3. There are special grinding and polishing equipment, easy to use, simple and safe operation;


